In a recent note the following theorem was proved.f THEOREM 1. If A is a matrix, over the complex field, of r rows and s columns, there exist two unitary matrices U and V, such that
The elements di thus form a complete set of invariants for the matrix A under such unitary transformations. This, together with the theorem itself, may be.proved as follows. If r ^s and k is the rank of A, A = (P, 0) V y where V is unitary and P is the positive hermitian matrix of order r and rank k uniquely determined J by the equation A A* = P 2 . The hermitian matrix P is unitarily equivalent to the diagonal matrix of order r, whose first k elements are di, (i = l,2, • • • , k We first prove the necessity of the conditions. Since AiB? is a diagonal matrix, AiBf is normal f and therefore A\B?=f (BiAf) .
Since Ai and Bf are both diagonal matrices, A\B? coincides with BfAi except for zero elements and so does BiAf with A?Bi. Therefore B?Ai=f(A?B 1) and, as a consequence of (1), (2) is true. To prove the sufficiency we note that there is no loss in generality in assuming that A is of the form where D is a real nonsingular diagonal matrix. Let
\M K/ be a partition of B similar to that of A. Since AB* is normal, AB*BA = BAAB* and by a simple calculation we find that MDDM* = {MB) (MB)* = 0. Hence MB = Q and, since D is nonsingular, M = 0. In a similar manner by using the fact that B*A is normal we find that L is zero. Conditions (2) now reduce to Both Theorems 1 and 2 are true in the real field, if A* denotes the transposed of A and "unitary" is replaced by "orthogonal," except that Di may have two-rowed matrices of the form
(-1!)
in its diagonal.f In the simplest case, when AB* and B*A are both symmetric, D\ will necessarily be diagonal, and Theorem 2 of the paper, quoted in the first footnote, is true in the real field, if "unitary" is replaced by "orthogonal" and "hermitian" by "symmetric."
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